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Winds and Deserts
Wind is an agent of Wind is an agent of 
erosion & depositionerosion & deposition
Focus on wind as a:Focus on wind as a:

Flow of airFlow of air
Transport agentTransport agent
Depositional agentDepositional agent
Agent of erosionAgent of erosion
Also discuss the Also discuss the 
desert environmentdesert environment

Heat Moved by Convection
Surfaces heated by the Surfaces heated by the 
Sun warm the Sun warm the 
lowermost layer of the lowermost layer of the 
atmosphereatmosphere
Heated air expands in Heated air expands in 
volume, becomes light volume, becomes light 
(less dense), rises (less dense), rises 
higher in the higher in the 
atmosphere, and atmosphere, and 
carries heat along with carries heat along with 
it in the now familiar it in the now familiar 
large scale process large scale process 
known as convectionknown as convection
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What about Winds and Deserts?
Convection transfers heat from low Convection transfers heat from low 
elevations to high elevationselevations to high elevations

Creates areas of low and high pressureCreates areas of low and high pressure
Air moves from high to low pressureAir moves from high to low pressure

Warm air holds more moisture than cold airWarm air holds more moisture than cold air
Winds on EarthWinds on Earth’’s surface carry water s surface carry water 
through atmospherethrough atmosphere
Movement of water vapor transfers lots of Movement of water vapor transfers lots of 
heat because of the latent heat of heat because of the latent heat of 
vaporizationvaporization

Water Vapor Content of Air
Warm air is capable of Warm air is capable of 
holding 10 times as much holding 10 times as much 
water vapor as cold airwater vapor as cold air
Evaporation of water in Evaporation of water in 
warm regions stores excess warm regions stores excess 
heat energyheat energy in the warm in the warm 
atmosphereatmosphere
Energy stored in water Energy stored in water 
vapor carried by moving airvapor carried by moving air
vertically and horizontallyvertically and horizontally
When condensation and When condensation and 
precipitation occur, the precipitation occur, the 
stored latent energy stored latent energy 
released as heat far from released as heat far from 
site of evaporationsite of evaporation
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Heat Transfer in Earth’s Atmosphere
Incoming heat is strongest Incoming heat is strongest 
near the equator while heat near the equator while heat 
emitted back to space is emitted back to space is 
more evenly distributed more evenly distributed 
between the tropics and between the tropics and 
the polesthe poles
The resulting heat surplus The resulting heat surplus 
in the tropics and deficit at in the tropics and deficit at 
the poles creates a the poles creates a 
temperature imbalance and temperature imbalance and 
the equatorthe equator--toto--pole pole 
temperature distributiontemperature distribution
This temperature gradient This temperature gradient 
drives atmospheric and drives atmospheric and 
oceanic circulationoceanic circulation

General Circulation of the Atmosphere
Rising air in the tropics Rising air in the tropics 
causes a net excess of causes a net excess of 
precipitation over precipitation over 
evaporation, while dry evaporation, while dry 
air sinking in the air sinking in the 
subtropics produces subtropics produces 
more evaporation than more evaporation than 
precipitationprecipitation
Higher latitudes tend Higher latitudes tend 
to have small excess to have small excess 
precipitation over precipitation over 
evaporation evaporation 
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Distribution of Deserts

Distribution of Deserts
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Types of Deserts
Subtropical DesertsSubtropical Deserts

Most extensive Most extensive –– associated with subtropical belt of low rainfall associated with subtropical belt of low rainfall 
3030°°N and 30N and 30°°SS

Continental Interior DesertsContinental Interior Deserts
Air traveling long distances to continental interior eventually Air traveling long distances to continental interior eventually has lost has lost 
all rainfall all rainfall 

RainshadowRainshadow DesertsDeserts
Mountain ranges block the flow of moist air causing a zone of loMountain ranges block the flow of moist air causing a zone of low w 
rainfall on leeward side rainfall on leeward side 

Coastal DesertsCoastal Deserts
On the western margins of continents where deep cold water On the western margins of continents where deep cold water upwellsupwells
that stabilizes the atmosphere and decreases rainfall that stabilizes the atmosphere and decreases rainfall –– what what 
moisture is present, condenses as coastal fogmoisture is present, condenses as coastal fog

Polar DesertsPolar Deserts
Air is dry and very cold so even though water is plentiful, nearAir is dry and very cold so even though water is plentiful, nearly all ly all 
of the water is frozen of the water is frozen –– ice accumulates because precipitation is ice accumulates because precipitation is 
always in the form of snow and its too cold for snow to meltalways in the form of snow and its too cold for snow to melt

Erosion and Deserts
Wind is often thought to be the most 
important agent of erosion in deserts
However, even in deserts, most of the work 
of erosion is done by water
Because there is so little water in deserts, 
erosion is very intermittent

Typically, when storms take place in desert 
regions, dry stream courses fill quickly 
with water
With little vegetation to hold water, flash 
floods can be brief, but violent
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Wind
Transportation of material:  Because Transportation of material:  Because 
wind is much less dense than water, it wind is much less dense than water, it 
can transport only small particles, can transport only small particles, 
mainly fine sand and silt (clay is usually mainly fine sand and silt (clay is usually 
too cohesive)too cohesive)

Particles move by either Particles move by either saltationsaltation (sand) (sand) 
or suspension (dust)or suspension (dust)
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Rate of Rate of 
Sand Sand 

Movement Movement 
as a as a 

Function Function 
of Wind of Wind 
VelocityVelocity

Wind

WindWind--borne material can become borne material can become 
extremely concentrated in air:extremely concentrated in air:
in 1 kmin 1 km33, there may be up to 1000 tons , there may be up to 1000 tons 
of dustof dust

Sand grains carried by wind get a Sand grains carried by wind get a 
frosted exterior (diagnostic of frosted exterior (diagnostic of eolianeolian
transport)transport)
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Frosted and Rounded WindFrosted and Rounded Wind--blown Sandblown Sand

Wind-blown Dust - Loess
WindWind--blown sediment consisting mostly of blown sediment consisting mostly of 
silt with some fine sand and lesser claysilt with some fine sand and lesser clay
Deposition can be extensive and very thickDeposition can be extensive and very thick
Important resource because of the inorganic Important resource because of the inorganic 
nutrients it containsnutrients it contains
Provides rich agricultural landsProvides rich agricultural lands

Mississippi ValleyMississippi Valley
Columbia Plateau of Washington StateColumbia Plateau of Washington State
Eastern EuropeEastern Europe
Loess Plateau of ChinaLoess Plateau of China
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Pleistocene Loess 

WindWind--blown Dust on Ocean Floorblown Dust on Ocean Floor
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Sand Dunes
Hill or ridge of sand deposited by windHill or ridge of sand deposited by wind

Wind Wind 
DirectionDirection

Formation Formation 
of a of a 

WindWind--
shadow shadow 
DuneDune
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Dune MigrationDune Migration

Dune Dune 
MigratioMigratio
n and the n and the 
FormatioFormatio

n of n of 
Cross Cross 

BeddingBedding
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Compression of Streamlines over Compression of Streamlines over 
Dune Increases VelocityDune Increases Velocity
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Types of DunesTypes of Dunes


